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Name of App
Avaz Lite - AAC App for Autism

iOS

Platform

Classic TC with WordPower

IOS

A full-featured communication solution for individuals who have difficulty using their natural voice. ... WordPower is a word-based vocabulary that allows
for easy and intuitive communication. WordPower with Phrases incorporates phrases for easier language generation.

EESpeech Chat- AAC

iOS

It allows the patient to chat with the family and SLPs. This application is specifically designed to meet the communication needs for people who have
difficulty communicating (i.e, Aphasia, Dysarthria, Apraxia and Autism). ... Communication buttons can be sent or received between users.

GoTalk NOW LITE

IOS

A fully functional augmentative communication app for those who have difficulty speaking. Create up to three personalized communication pages in this
free app. ... Feel free to mix and match pages within a communication book. Create a communication book with unique settings and up to 5 pages in
length

Grid for iPad- AAC

iOS

Grid for iPad has content for everyone – with resources for symbol and text AAC, for all ages and levels of literacy. It is easy to use, easy to edit, and easy
to make your own.

Jabberwocky AAC

iOS

Jabberwocky AAC is an assistive communication app which enables a user with limited speech to talk using only head movement.
Users with any device that supports Face ID can use the head tracking feature to type using only head movement, and then use text-to-speech to talk.

MyTalker AAC

IOS

The app provides a simple interface for individuals to voice their opinion and communicate necessities to others. ... It's a personal voice assistant that will
help the users in voicing their opinion thus, making life a little easier for them.

simPODD

iOS

simPODD is an app for the popular PODD system that makes communication more simple for those who can’t speak. Built in collaboration with Gayle
Porter, it’s the only PODD app for iPad to bring digital page sets and a printing interface into one app.

Snap Core First

IOS

Snap Core First Full

iOS

Snap™ + Core First® is a symbol-based communication app designed to be the most intuitive solution on the market. Snap + Core First lets users start
communicating quickly and stay engaged as they grow and evolve on their communication journey. Centered on Tobii Dynavox’s Core First approach to
delivering a systematic, proven, research-based Core Word framework, this app provides the fastest and most efficient communication platform for
students, parents, and teachers alike.
AAC app for non-verbal individuals who have difficulties speaking, including those with autism, Down Syndrome, Rett Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, aphasia,
and intellectual disabilities. This AAC app is designed to let users start communicating quickly and guide them from their first words to literacy.

Social Quest

IOS

Social Quest is an application developed by Speech-Language Pathologist (SLP) Rosie Simms to improve pragmatic language comprehension and
expression in a variety of social situations for older elementary, middle school, and high school-aged populations

Sono Flex Lite

iOS

i Sono Flex is a comprehensive symbol based AAC vocabulary app for the iPhone, iPad, Android devices, Amazon Kindle Fire and Tobii Communicator that
turns symbols and text into clear speech.

Speech Assistant AAC

iOS

Speech Assistant AAC is a text-to-speech app designed for people who are speech impaired, for example due to Aphasia, MND/ALS, Autism, Stroke,
Cerebral Palsy or other speech problems. With the app you can create categories and phrases, which are placed on buttons.

SymboTalk _ AAC Talker

iOS

SymboTalk is an app that talks for you by clicking on symbols (images or icons). The app has predefined communication boards from different areas of
life, each board contains symbols (images). Clicking on a symbol reads it aloud and adds it to a sentence which can also be read. This way SymboTalk can
be your voice and talk for you

Talk2Me text-To-Speech

IOS

Talk2Me makes it easy and simple to speak in real conversations with any device quickly and efficiently. Simple, modern sleek design, keyboard input to
speech, easily recognizable symbols using Apple Emojis, and 100s of phrases allow you to communicate quickly, easily, and effectively

TippyTalk

iOS

This app allows a person living with a verbal disability to communicate by translating pictures into text messages which are then sent to a family member
or care givers phone or tablet. The app allows you the parent our caregiver to capture images that are uniquely identifiable and familiar to the person
living with the verbal disability.

TouchChat HD- AAC W/WordPower

iOS

TouchChat HD - AAC with WordPower™ TouchChat is a full-featured communication solution for individuals who have difficulty using their natural voice.
TouchChat is designed for individuals with Autism, Down Syndrome, ALS, apraxia, stroke, or other conditions that affect a person's ability to use natural
speech

Yes or No Communication

iOS

Yes or No is an extremely rudimentary digital communication aid. It allows the user to say Yes or No and requires either no, or very minimal set up.The
app can be used as a first step in re-establishing communication before the user moves on to more sophisticated Augmentative and Alternative
Communication (AAC) app or device.

Description
Avaz AAC is an augmentative and alternative communication app that empowers children & adults having speech-related disabilities with a voice of their
own. A fully-featured speech app that also includes a training module for new AAC users & caregivers.
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